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Abstract: This paper presents a sealing system, including boring and injection works and 

polyurethane materials. The system was used in emergency reconstruction of the “cold” 

channel of NPP Kozloduy. The main purpose was to stop the filtration of water under the tiles 

of the channel and the temporary barrier. The polyurethane material used  in the 

reconstruction was “BEVEDOL WL – BEVEDAN”. The result of these sealing works was  a 

minimal filtration (2 l/sec)  inside the temporary barrier. 

1. THE PROBLEM 

The cold channel is part of the cooling system in “Kozlodui” Nuclear Power Station. Its 

maximum width is 40 m, depth – 6 m and the sides slope is 1:2. The channel leads water of 

the Danube River to the Station’s cooling system at water debit 120 m3/sec and speed of 1.5 – 

3 m/sec. The treated water is discharged back into the river through the so-called “warm” 

channel. The two channels are connected with short overflow connection which is re-

circulation device (see fig. 1).  

 
Fig.1. Scheme of the re-circulation device and temporary barrier. 



If necessary, the cold channel water is heated with warm channel water through it. Due to 

bad quality of construction, in the spring of 2001, there was a breakdown of the overflow 

device between the re-circulation device and the cold channel. The overflow device tiles on 

the cold channel slope tore and slided down (see fig. 2). There was a serious obstacle for the 

station operation in autumn-winter period of 2001-2002. 

     
Fig.2. Breakdown of the overflow device. 

 

In connection with the breakdown construction activities were undertaken to replace the 

overflow device with re-circulation pipes. The main obstacle for the new construction 

appeared to be the fact that the water in the cold channel could not be stopped. It was required 

to make a temporary hydro-insulating partition separating the broken device from the channel 

flow (see fig.3).  

 
Fig.3. Temporary hydro-insulating barrier. 

 



The barrier had П-shape, length 60 m and width 4 m. It was made of 17 metal elements 

each with weight 16 tons together with the weights. The elements were placed on the channel 

cladding tiles. The tiles are 0.20 m thick, double reinforced, laid on base filtration layer with 

thickness 0.40 m with contents as follows:- 

- Sand from 0.15 to 50.0 mm – from 45% to 80%; 

- Gravel from 5.0 to 60.0 mm – from 20% to 55%. 

At the partition completion it was provided to hydro-insulate the space between its 

separate elements and between the elements and channel tiles. Double hydro-insulating 

curtain was designed in the base layer (see fig. 4). 

 
1 – Double hydro-insulating curtain  4 – Temporary barrier 

2 – Channel cladding tiles   5 – Injection packers 

3 – Water stream    6 – Water level 

Fig.4. Double hydro-insulating curtain in the filtration layer. 

 

 This activity had two aims. On one hand the water filtering through the base ballast at 

decrease of water level inside the partition was to be limited. On the other hand it was 

required to consolidate and strengthen the base layer to avoid undesired deformation of tiles 

under the elements. It was necessary to have a material with hydro-insulating qualities and 

sufficient pressure strength at injecting into water-saturated sorts. We made a decision to 



completed the injecting activities in the base layer with polyurethane systems BEVEDOL – 

BEVEDAN. 

 

2. THE PROJECT 

The project for completion of hydro-insulating and strengthening works was prepared by 

the design company ENERGO PROEKT EAD. The following specific characteristics were to 

be considered at its preparation:- 

- High day temperatures of 35 – 40оС; 

- Distance from the water surface and temporary partition to the injected space – 

up to 4.50 m; 

- Reinforced cladding of the channel. 

In the project, it was provided the openings in the reinforced cladding to be drilled 

through drill pipes welded to the elements prior, with hollow diamond core bits. The 

specialists of CARBOTECH FOSROCK responded quickly regarding the injection material. 

BEVEDOL WL – BEVEDAN system with reaction time up to 30 min was developed. 

Laboratory experiments were made to establish the number and structure of the packers, the 

injection speed and quantity of required resin. The option with pipe-packer device was 

accepted (see fig. 5), with length 5.40 m, sealing the cladding tiles.  

 

 
Fig.5. Pipe - packer device. 

Three openings were determined at the end of the packer, evenly distributed along the 

thickness of the injected layer. The openings were protected from blocking by protective 

muffs. The average quantity of injected resin per packer was determined to be 30 l at injecting 



speed of 2 l/min. The samples obtained at the experiment (see fig. 6) showed that the 

optimum distance between the packers is 0.55 m. This distance would guarantee overlapping 

of the resin-saturated space around the separate packers, i.e. continuity of the curtain.  
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Fig.6. Experimental results. 

 pressure at the experiment reached 70-80 bars. Based on the experiment 

 of quantities for forming of double anti-filtering curtain was specified: 

0 No. packer devices located in two rows along the internal and external 

tline of the partition; 

50 kg of polyurethane resin with reaction time 30 min; 

ecting order – 3 sequences with consecutive drawing close as per the 

ckers’ numbers: 

ence – packers with № 1, 5, 9, 13, 17 ...; 

ence – packers with № 3, 7, 11, 15, 19 ...; 

uence – packers with № 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 ...; 

PLETION 

orks started in July the same year. The temperature in the sun exceeded 

ith diameter ф45 mm were drilled in the channel cladding for installation of 



the packer devices. At the installation of packers water broke out from adjacent non-injected 

ones. This meant there was direct hydraulic connection between the drill openings. Right after 

the installation of the first packers a water test was completed to establish the porosity of the 

base filter and the approximate actual pressure of injecting. It was established that the 

pressure does not exceed 1 bar, i.e. there are significant empty spaces in the base layer. On the 

grounds of this data the project was clarified and the following model of injection works was 

established. 

А) Condition of base ballast – the fine fractions in the ballast have become sediments or 

have been fetched out by the filtering water. The cladding slabs are laid on the coarse ballast 

fractions and there are significant voids under the tiles (see fig. 7). 

B) Injecting – the polyurethane system penetrates through the openings in the packers 

and initially saturates thin layer under the cladding. The space with least hydraulic resistance 

is sealed. At the third injection sequence the undertile layer is already sealed and the resin 

starts saturating the filtering layer (see fig. 7).  

 

 
1 – Packers from І and ІІ range;  3 - Channel cladding; 

 
2 – Packers from the last range;  4 - Filtering layer; 

 
5 – Injected polyurethane 

 

Fig.7. Model of injection works in the filtering layer. 

 



Significant difference in the injection pressure at the packers from first and last sequence 

was foreseen. It was agreed the resin quantity in the first row of packers to exceed the 

designed one significantly – up to 90 l in order to achieve maximum sealing of the loose area 

under the cladding. 

The injection works were carried out together with the drilling of openings. Group of 

divers carried out the control. There was monitoring for resin break out through the 

compensation joints of the cladding. The actual process parameters fully corresponded to the 

agreed model. I.e. the pressure of the first packer sequence did not exceed the hydraulic 

resistance in the pump hoses. It was increasing at injection duration of over 40 min and 

reaching quantity up to 100-120 l per packer. At the last packer sequence the pressure reached 

60 – 70 bars or the maximum one for the pump. Resin break out was monitored through 

defective joints on the bottom and at the defective cladding line (see fig. 8). 

 

    
Fig.8. Resin break out through defective joints. 

 

4. THE RESULTS 

According to the design the quantity of water penetrating through the temporary partition 

was 50 l/sec. This meant slow reduction of the water through large number of submersible 

pumps. After the completed hydro-insulating works penetrating water debit of 2 l/sec was 

achieved. The water level was reduced by two small pumps with debit of 3 l/sec each. This 

enable drying of great part of the space inside the partition. Permanent control of the cladding 

tiles position under the temporary partition was exercised at the level lowering in the 

partition. No deformations and transposition were established. The temporary partition 

retained its hydro-insulating qualities for the entire repair works period. 

 


